
luxury design for cyclists 



THE RIDE HOME COLLECTION



Vadolibero is a Milan-based company, founded in 2015 by journalist Antonella Grua and 

photographer-designer Ran Reuveni, with the mission to offer exclusive smart solutions inspired by 

contemporary cycling lifestyle: a unique interior design collection that truly makes biker’s life easier 

and more beautiful. 

Vadolibero (in Italian “I go free”, the true brand soul) aims to create what it’s not there yet: innovative 

products conceived for those who, like us, enjoy the bicycle as an expression of themselves. 

Since not every product is made equal, here in Vadolibero we want to put in more heart, effort and 

time to bring to life a special world designed for cyclists, with a high rate of passion and creativity. A 

world made of refined materials and top quality craftsmanship, blending functionality with beauty. 

Rigorously designed and made in Italy by the elite of high end interior design suppliers. 

All Vadolibero products are developed with maniac attention to biker-friendly details, because we 

believe that small things can make a big difference. 



THE RIDE HOME COLLECTION

Cycling blends with interior design to showcase the bicycle at home, too. 

The Ride Home Collection is the most exclusive range of bike storage solutions: designed to integrate 

functionality and beauty, they are high end pieces of furniture that put spotlight on cycling passion  

and fit beautifully into the most sophisticated surroundings.  

They are 100% designed and handmade in Italy� !  

The Ride Home Collection today includes the Bike Butler range, the Bike Safe range and Bike Shelf.  



THE BIKE BUTLERS RANGE

Bike Butler is much more than just a simple stand: it’s the efficient “personal cycling station” every 

cyclist dreams of. A unique freestanding piece of furniture, slender but absolutely spacious,  

that welcomes you home after a ride and stores the bicycle and the gear, all in one place.  

And it keeps everything handy for the next one. 

The range includes several models. ORIGO, the original Bike Butler available in different wood 

veneers: natural maple, black or dark brown tinted oak, and the precious Canaletto walnut.  

ORIGO VOX, the outrageous version that doubles as a high quality stereo system and wireless 

charging station. And the radically different NEOS, the newest, a rigid polyurethane showpiece  

with a compelling retro-futuristic design. A stunner.



NEOS

the new futuristic “home cycling station”





Isn't it every passionate cyclist’s dream to be welcomed home by a dedicated assistant,  

ready to take care of the bicycle (and display its beauty) and store neatly the cycling gear,  

keeping everything handy for the next ride?� 
This dream has a name: our iconic Bike Butler. 

A new take on the same concept, Bike Butler NEOS is a radically different model.  
Its abstract, retro-futuristic design makes it a contemporary piece of furniture that stands out in any 

surroundings. Disruptive, playful, surprisingly roomy. And totally cool.  

Inspired by Pop Art style, the egg-shaped mysterious case mirrors in the base and its glossy black 
finish adds a twist of magic to its sleek lines. 







Bike Butler NEOS is made  

of rigid polyurethane, a new trend 

in the interior design.  

After the injection molding 

process, every piece is finished  
by hand: that beautiful glossy 

finish - in black and ivory white - 

comes out of six layers  
hand-varnishing.



The real magic is when you open 

Bike Butler NEOS. 

 Pressing slightly the secret spring 

button, the egg-shaped case 

reveals a capacious and 
organised storage space, 

provided with several features:  

• a mesh pocket for the helmet 

• a mobile shelf where you can 

layer your clothes on  

• an inner cubby conceived for 

your cycling shoes  

• a separate compartment for 

pocket accessories.

















It looks like Bike Butler NEOS is 

one piece, but it's not. 

 The tube-shaped column has an 
iron core, hand-soldered to the 

iron platter incorporated in the 

base, that improves its stability 
and resistance.









GLOSSY WHITE FINISH (render)



retail price:   ⇤ 1600  

model:  NEOS G 

finish:  glossy white -  glossy black 

delivery time:  orders placed by September 20 will be delivered end November 

materials 

hand-varnished rigid polyurethane, mesh pocket 

dimensions 

height: 122 cm 

stand height: 82 cm 

case width: 48 cm 

case depth: 58 cm 

weight: 20 kg 

NEOS • SPECS  



BIKE BUTLER • ORIGO

the original “special assistants” any cyclist deserves 
available in different wood veneers



ORIGO C

ORIGO W

ORIGO B

ORIGO X



BIKE BUTLER • ORIGO 

Bike Butler is the smartest bike stand ever. Thanks to its tube-shaped base, it is free standing, 

you don’t need to hang it on the wall (forget anchors, drill and dust!), but above all it is an 

efficient piece of furniture that stores and organises everything you need to ride your bike.  

Designed to optimise the space (30x55 cm), Bike Butler Origo has an ample drawer to 

accomodate helmet, gloves, etc.; a vertical compartment with a magnetic folding door and hooks 

for keys and glasses; and a spacious inner space where to store cycling shoes and all the rest. 

And there’s more to it. On the tray, the cable hole let you manage the recharging of your digital 

devices (smartphone, tablet, camera…): you can place a power strip behind the drawer and plug 

in all the wires, having one electric cord only coming out of the cabinet. Bike Butler comes with 4 

solid wood poles, to be positioned on its sides, to hang bags, lock, headphones and jackets. And 

it’s equipped with fine Italian leather frame pad and wheel strap. 

The Bike Butler Origo range includes 5 variants: ORIGO C, made with natural maple veneer; 

Origo X, made with chocolate tinted oak wood veneer; ORIGO B, made with black tinted oak 

wood veneer; ORIGO W, the newest, made with premium Canaletto walnut. And ORIGO VOX, 

turtledove grey or black oakwood veneer with stereo system and wireless charging technology.



ORIGO C
that is the “classico”. The 
smartest bike stand around 
adopts a subtle and essential 
look: dedicated to those 
who love nature and open 
spaces, it evokes northern 
forests and pure mountain 
air with its maple flexuous 
woodgrain, and the matte 
finish magnifies the wood 
natural brightness. It’s a 
p l e a s a n t a n d d i s c re e t 
presence that fits any 
ambience.

the “classico”: a natural maple wood shade 
dedicated to nature lovers



ORIGO X
It’s the the deluxe edition of 
the iconic piece of furniture 
born to make cyclist’s life 
easier. Designed to satisfy 
the most sophisticated 
tastes, it reinterprets the 
oak wood essence with a 
matte dark chocolate shade 
that reminds of British club 
boiseries.  
The oak wood chocolate 
hues are mirrored by the 
accessories made with 
Italian dark brown tanned 
leather, hand-sewed.

the gentleman edition: a refined chocolate brown  
oak wood that satisfies the classiest tastes



ORIGO B
No compromises on the 
rich, absolute black that 
d e fi n e s i t s g r a p h i c , 
minimalistic style: here is 
the urban version of the 
piece of bike furniture 
dedicated to those who 
choose their bicycle also 
for its beauty.  

Orgio B magnifies the 
extreme geometries of 
racing frames. And its 
coo l , sharp look fits 
perfectly even vanguard 
design ambiences.

the “black edition”: a graphic style 
that adds an urban twist to oak wood grain 



ORIGO W
ORIGO W is the dazzling 
last-born model of the 
efficient piece of furniture 
that can change cyclists’ 
life: made of the finest 
Canaletto walnut, the 
hottest wood now in 
interior design,  

ORIGO W stands out in 
any surrounding for its 
vibrant flame veinings, 
that shade from honey to 
hazelnut, from antique 
pink to black. A  true 
stunner.

lavishly chic, the Canaletto walnut makes it  
a stunning piece of furniture for any surroundings 



ORIGO B



ORIGO B

behind the magnetic folding door, 

you can hang keys and small accessories



ORIGO W
empty your pockets and recharge your devices  

on the top of the cabinet



ORIGO C

this is the perfect place  

for your cycling shoes



ORIGO B



ORIGO C

on the solid wood poles, screwed in  

the sides, you can hang several accessories, 

jackets and bags included 



ORIGO W



ORIGO B



ORIGO W



ORIGO B

in the drawer you can store your helmet  

together with riding clothes



ORIGO B



ORIGO B



ORIGO B



you can add a hand-sewed leather tray on the top of the cabinet,  

to avoid scratches on the wood… and add a twist of luxury to your Bike Butler!  

the wheel strap and the frame pad are included.



the provided leather frame pad avoids  

possibile scratches on the bike and on the wood



use the cable hole to organise your devices’ charging: you can place  

a power strip behind the drawer and have one wire only plugged into the socket





crystal-blasting polished stainless steel



use the leather strap to block the wheel 

and park the bike perfectly straight



DEEP BLACKDARK BROWNNATURAL BEIGE BISCOTTO

THE LEATHER KIT



dimensions 

- height: 130 cm 
- base: 85 cm 
- top: 45 cm  
- width: 30 cm 
- depth: 55 cm 
- weight: 24 kg

retail price:    

ORIGO C  � 2200 
ORIGO B  � 2400 
ORIGO X  � 2400 
ORIGO W � 2600 

model:   C 
model:   X 
model:   B 
model:   W 

delivery time:  4/6 weeks  

finish:    

    Maple wood              Oak brown                Oak Black          Walnut Canaletto 

materials 
cabinet: multi-layer wood with maple veneer, 
solid maple frame and poles 
base: sandblasting polished stainless steel 

in the box: 

- cabinet 
- AISI 304  stainless steel  base 
- 1 frame pad  
- 1 wheel strap  
- 2 solid wood poles  
- assembly manual 

BIKE BUTLERS ORIGO SPECS 

C X B W



BIKE BUTLER • ORIGO VOX

… and let the music play!



ORIGO VOX G



ORIGO VOX

Spectacular and functional. Here comes a surprising sound edition of the unique cyclist “personal 

assistant”: Origo Vox doubles as a musical box, thanks to the bluetooth amplifier and to two powerful 

loudspeakers mounted on the sides of the wood cabinet. You can listen to your favorite music by simply 

connecting it via bluetooth to your digital devices. At home or in the office.  

But there is more to it. Origo Vox allows you to recharge your smartphone without using any cable: a 

portion of the top is in fact equipped with the wireless charging technology. You just prop your mobile on 

it and the battery will be recharged! 

Origo Vox is proposed in a stylish dove grey or a graphic black that add a contemporary touch to the 

oakwood grain. The stainless steel base has an elegant sandblasting finish.  

Origo Vox is equipped with two solid oakwood poles and a precious set of three accessories: the tray, 

the frame pad and the wheel strap are made of the finest Italian leather, hand-sewed.



your home cycling station here  

doubles as a powerful stereo system

ORIGO VOX B



empty your pockets on the top of the cabinet,  

recharge your phone wirelessly and use the 

4 usb ports hub, placed behind the drawer,  

to recharge all the other devices





behind the magnetic folding door, 

you can hang keys and small accessories







on the solid wood poles, screwed in  

the sides, you can hang other accessories, 

ORIGO VOX B



on the solid wood poles, screwed in  

the sides, you can hang other accessories, 

ORIGO VOX B



ORIGO VOX G



recharge your phone wirelessly







LEATHER KIT - DARK BROWN
DEEP BLACKDARK BROWNTHE LEATHER KIT



dimensions 

- height: 130 cm 
- base: 85 cm 
- top: 45 cm  
- width: 30 cm 
- depth: 55 cm 
- weight: 24 kg

retail price:   � 3600 

model:   ORIGO VOX  sound edition 

delivery time:  4/6 weeks 

finish:   dove grey / brown / black oak 

materials 
cabinet: multi-layer wood with maple veneer, 
solid maple frame and poles 
base: sandblasting polished stainless steel 

in the box: 

- cabinet 
- AISI 304 stainless steel  base 
- 2 Elipson IC4 speakers 
- Tangent Ampster bluetooth amplifier (with remonte control) 
- wireless charging  station  
- Sitecome usb 2.0 hub 4 
- 1 universal adaptor 
- 1 leather  frame pad  
- 1 leather  wheel strap  
- 1 leather tray 
- 2 solid oakwood poles  
- assembly manual 

ORIGO VOX  SPECS 

G X B



THE BIKE SAFE RANGE

  the ultimate wall-mount evolution

A first in the market,� Bike Safe is the unique stainless steel wall-mount that doubles as a reliable 
lock, to store and secure the bicycle at home, in the office, in the garage and even outdoors  

(it’s made of AISI-304 stainless steel, it doesn’t rust). 

You can choose between two models: Bike Safe S, the standard edition and Bike Safe Pro,  

the most advanced version provided with customisable features.



BIKE SAFE PRO
  the ultimate wall-mount evolution





BIKE SAFE PRO 

It’s the ultimate version, designed to adapt beautifully to all frames.  

The tube-shaped bracket is telescopic: you can customise its length according to the handlebar (up to 80 cm).  

The tilting saddle compensates for the sloping frames angle: you can adjust it and hang any bicycle straight on the 

wall. You can easily set both features simply by unlocking the threaded ring mounted on the tube.  

It’s provided with a double locking system. The frame lock is provided with an anti-picking radial pins tumbler cylinder 

(with over 250.000 different combinations) and carries single keys (each Bike Safe has its own, 2 sets are included), 

that you use only to unlock it: it locks automatically. The plug-in lock on the bracket, equipped with a different key, 

allows you to secure Bike Safe on the wall and to easily remove it when you don’t use it.



THE FRONT LOCK



BIKE SAFE PRO 

THE FRONT LOCK





UNIQUE DESIGN





THE TELESCOPIC BRACKET



THE TELESCOPIC BRACKET



BIKE SAFE PRO FITS ALL HANDLEBARS



before after

THE TILTING SADDLE



THE PLUG-IN LOCKING SYSTEM



THE DOUBLE LOCKING SYSTEM









FRONT LOCK

FRAME SADDLE

LOCKING TUBE

THREADED RING PLUG-IN CYLINDER LOCK

TELESCOPIC BRACKET

COVER PLASTER

BIKE SAFE PRO SPECS



ALLEN KEY

DRILL KEY

SCREWS PLUGS

SECURITY SCREWS
TARGETING MASK

ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS



1 2 3

4 5 6

7 8 9



BIKE SAFE  S

the wall-mount (r)evolution



BIKE SAFE S 

It’s the simplified edition, dedicated to those who don’t need the customisable features: same design and frame 

locking system, but the tube-shaped bracket comes in one size (30 cm long), that fits any road bike’s handlebar. 

Both models are equipped with a Technogel™ pad to be sticked on the base, in order to avoid scratches and sliding. 

And they make it also convenient to do a bit of maintenance: while your bicycle is safely parked on it, you can fix it 

and clean it. Last but not least, they are very easy to mount it on the wall: we provide the security anchors, the Allen 

key, the drill key and the targeting mask, you only need to use your drill. 





THE FRONT LOCK



THE FRONT LOCK













FRONT LOCK

FRAME SADDELE

LOCKING TUBE

COVER PLASTER

BIKE SAFE SPECS



ALLEN KEY

DRILL KEY

SCREWS PLUGS

SECURITY  SCREWS

TARGETING MASK

ASSEMBLY COMPONENTS



1 2 3

4 5 6

BIKE SAFE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS



THE LEATHER KIT

a luxury wardrobe

Dedicated to the most refined taste, it’s available upon request a luxurious accessories kit, 

handmade with the finest Italian leather: a soft saddle cover, a smart key ring with a carabiner 

and the wheel strap.  

You can choose among five shades - dark brown, black, white, yellow and red - the perfect 

solution to�customise Bike Safe matching your frame colours.



LEATHER KIT





COLOR OPTION

THE BOX 

LEATHER KIT



retail price 

- BIKE SAFE  S        € 440  / 1 lock system - one size bracket - fixed saddle  
- BIKE SAFE  PRO  € 660 / 2 locks system - telescopic tube - tilting base - convenient for maintenance  
- LEATHER KIT       € 170 

delivery time:  10 days 

materials 
- stainless steel AISI-304 
- stainless steel lock   
-   Technogel™ pad 

finish:  fine satin 

leather kit 
. 1 saddle cover 
. 1 key holder 
. 1 wheel strap 

in the box:  
Bike Safe S     / 3 single keys / Technogel™ pad / assembly manual /  drilling mask / security anchors / allen key / drill key 
Bike Safe Pro / 3 single keys + 2 plug-in key / Technogel™ pad / assembly manual /  drilling mask / security anchors / allen key / drill key 

dimensions  
- Bike Safe S:   saddle height 14,5 / saddle width: 17 cm / plate diameter: 15 cm / bracket length: 30 cm / weight: 3.8 kg  
- Bike Safe Pro: saddle height 14,5  / saddle width: 17 cm / plate diameter: 15 cm / min-max bracket length: 31,5-43,5 cm / weight: 4,5 kg

BIKE SAFE  SPECS



BIKE SHELF • DOMUS

the “enlightened” book-shelf that turns your bike in a work of art





BIKE SHELF • DOMUS

Conceived to display the bicycle at home or in the office in a way that is both spectacular and functional, Bike 

Shelf is a new take on the book-shelf concept, turning it into a stage. It is an oak wood organiser with lines so 

clean that can easily adapt to every type of ambience, with a surprising climax detail: the clothes rack - shaped 
as a handlebar - is in fact a LED lamp. And when evening comes, it casts an stunning light on your bike frame. 

The base can hold every size and kind of bicycle, thanks to a satin stainless steel adjustable wheel clamp that 

fits any wheel and handlebar width; in the lower compartment, furnished with a big drawer, you can store 

everything you need to go biking, whether it is an urban ride or a mountain bike trip. Bike Shelf has a modular 

structure: you can customise it by adding one or more big drawers, cross partitions and small drawers. And if 

you still need more space, you can add a side unit, that comes with 4 shelves or a mag unit, designed for books 

and magazines.  

The stainless steel clothes rack is equipped with 2 leather hooks to hang the helmet or other accessories; 

moreover, Bike Shelf is provided with 8 solid oak poles that you can arrange as you like in the holes on the side 

panel. And if you want to do a bit of bike maintenance, you can use the provided black rubber mat, stains and 

scratches-proof. Designed to guarantee the easiest assembly, Bike Shelf comes in 3 matte oak shades (natural, 

dark brown or black) and a walnut Canaletto veneer. 



DOMUS







THE BIG DRAWER



THE ADJUSTABLE SATIN  
STAINLESS STEEL WHEEL CLAMP





WHELL CLAMP

RUBBER CARPET 



WHEEL CLAMP

BIKE SHELF    

PARTITION

8 POLES

LED HANDLEBAR

CARPET

BIG DRAWER

SMALL DRAWER







THE SMALL DRAWERS WITH PARTITION



THE MAG UNIT





THE LEATHER HOOKS 



retail price 

• BIKE SHELF:  � 4600 

• SIDE UNIT:  � 1600 

• MAG UNIT;  � 1600 

• BIG DRAWER: � 320 

• SMALL DRAWER: � 190 

• PARTITION: � 120 

model:   C / X / B 

delivery time:  4/6 Weeks 

SKU natural:   BS-O.C.P2 
SKU brown:    BS-O.X.P2 
SKU black:      BS-O.B.P2 

finish:   
       
   C Oak natural           X Oak brown           B Oak black                     

materials 
- shelf: solid oakwood frame and oak wood veneered panels 
- clothes rack:  stainless steel LED lamp 
- poles: solid oak wood 
- wheel clamp: satin stainless steel  
- hooks: leather 
- carpet: rubber 

in the box:   
1 bike shelf / 1 big drawer / 1 handlebar led / 1 wheel clamp / 8 solid oak wood poles / 2 leather hooks / 1 carpet 

DOMUS SPECS

dimensions 

- height: 200 cm 

- width: 200 cm 

- handlebar: 238 cm 

- depth: 60 cm 

- weight: 135 kg 

- side unit: 200 x 50 x 60 cm 



retail price 

• BIKE SHELF:  � 5200 

• SIDE UNIT:  � 1800 

• MAG UNIT;  � 1800 

• BIG DRAWER: � 380 

• SMALL DRAWER: � 240 

• PARTITION: � 160 

model:   W 

delivery time:  4/6 Weeks 

SKU:   BS-WC.P1 

finish:   
       
Walnut Canaletto 

materials 
- shelf: solid wood frame and Walnut Canaletto wood veneered panels 
- clothes rack:  stainless steel LED lamp 
- poles: solid Walnut wood 
- wheel clamp: satin stainless steel  
- hooks: leather 
- carpet: rubber 

in the box:   
1 bike shelf / 1 big drawer / 1 handlebar led / 1 wheel clamp / 8 solid oak wood poles / 2 leather hooks / 1 carpet 

dimensions 

- height: 200 cm 

- width: 200 cm 

- handlebar: 238 cm 

- depth: 60 cm 

- weight: 135 kg 

- side unit: 200 x 50 x 60 cm

DOMUS SPECS



HANDMADE IN ITALY !  


